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PROJECT 2: News Headline Poster Design
          
For this project you will be required to design a poster that visually represents 

a current news headline. Your design will also be inspired by a 

historically significant designer.

1  Start scanning the newspaper or online news. Select a current headline that you find inter-

esting and/or inspiring from a news article. This headline (or a pared down version of  it) must 

be included in your final design. You may choose to include one additional sentence or tagline 

that corresponds with the article’s heading. The subject matter of  your poster may be political, 

cultural, social, or entertainment worthy, as long as it is current news.

2  Each student will be assigned a different designer of  historical significance. The objective is 

to produce a design that represents a current new headline, is uniquely your own, yet is influ-

enced and/or inspired by the signature work of  your assigned designer. 

Posters are meant to exist in a public space and should communicate to the viewer from across the room as well 

as close up. The message and meaning should be clear and quickly grasped by the viewer, giving attention and 

detail to contrasts of  color, value, scale, and positive and negative space. 

Your poster should be set with a clear hierarchy of  information. Please be thoughtful when you 

layout your composition and typography. Make sure imagery and typography are in harmony. 

In other words, your poster should not look like an image with type slapped on it. 

Parameters:

1. You must use one current (local, national, or global) headline in your poster (or pared down 

version of  headline). In addition, you have the option to incorporate one sentence or tag line 

from the same article. 

2. You may only use 4 pantone colors and values of  these colors. 

3. Print Size will be 18 x 24 inches. Can be vertical or horizontal.

4. You can use Illustrator or Photoshop to layout your images, although all text should be cre-

ated in Illustrator. No rasterized text allowed.

5. Images should be placed into illustrator at no less than 250ppi. If  you are not using vector 

images, keep the resolution requirements in mind when using images.

Timeline:

1. Choose you headline + Assigned Design Influence (Due: Thursday, Feb. 14th)

2. Design Brief   + 20 thumbnail sketches (Due: Tuesday, Feb 19th)

3. 5 sketches in the computer (Due: Thursday, Feb. 21)

4. Final Design. Tiled design (actual size) (Due: Thursday, Mar. 5th)

5. Printed full scale on large format printer. You are not required to mount the work, instead you can print 

your full size print on the large format printer located in CN311. The turn around time is 48 hours. There are 

white forms to fill out in front of  the work-study office in CN311.

1. Saul Bass

2. Aubrey Beardsley

3. Herbert Matter

4. Jamie Reid

5. Victor Moscoso

6. Lucian Bernard

7. Piet Zwart

8. Alfred Roller

9. Joseff-Mueller Brockman

10. El Lissitzky

11. Alexander Rodchenko

12. AM Casssandre

inspired by a historically significant designer

You will be assigned one of 

the following desginers to 

use as a creative influence. 

Final Critique: 
Thursday, March 5th

Appropriation:

While you may use found 

photography, ephemera, 

printed material, etc, you 

must manipulate, retrans-

late, or in some way alter 

the meaning of  the images 

enough to make them 

your own.
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September 1, 2011. Iraq: US troops’ first fatality-free month since 2003

June 11, 2011 Slutwalk London: ‘Yes means yes and no means no’

July 24, 2011. Amy Winehouse joins iconic stars who died aged 27.

Poster Designs by 
Jonny Selman
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PROJECT 2: News Headline Poster Design
          
DESigN BRiEF:

1  What is the current news headline you've decided to work with and why? _______________

____________________________________________________________________________

2  Which historically significant designer are you using as an inspiration? List any interesting 

or relevant biographical details about this person? ___________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

3  Describe the visual elements within this designer's work? What typeface or typestyle does 

he/she incorporate? Color palette? Layout and grid style? Is this designer included in a par-

ticular genre, era, and/or historical design cannon? __________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

4  Discuss relevant themes, concepts, or issues from your designer's work? i.e. political, corporate, 

educational ___________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

5  What connections (aesthetic and/or conceptual) can you make with your news headline and  

your designer? _______________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

6  On your blog post examples of  your designer's work along with any other relevant details 

you've discovered during this research process.

inspired by a historically significant designer

Design Brief Due: 
Tuesday, Feb. 19th

(Post design brief to your blog)

20 Thumnail Sketches Due:
Tuesday, Feb. 19th

(turn in during class)


